
Detective Captain Lewis B.
Tracy's service revolver.
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About The Detective Captain Lewis B. Tracy Scrapbook,
Volume 2 (of 2)

Lewis B. Tracy was born 5/13/1862 in Farmer Township, Ohio, and died 10/29/1921in
Toledo, Ohio.  He joined the Toledo Police Department in 1898 and rose to the rank of
Detective Captain.  During his career with the department he was a well known figure
throughout the city of Toledo and had a reputation as a tough but caring cop.  Over the years he
was shot, beat up, robbed, injured in an auto accident and indicted for taking kickbacks by a
'resort', aka, 'brothel', owner.  The charges later proved to be false.  To say the least, Toledo
was a rough town in Detective Tracy's day.  Vice of all kinds was rampant; brothels thrived
throughout the 'tenderloin' district; 'yeggs' (safe-blowers) were everywhere; dope was a
pervasive problem; bank robberies were frequent; city hall graft and corruption were constant
concerns, and street crime was commonplace.  The public was apparently fascinated by the
cops-and-robbers adventures taking place every day throughout the city and followed the
events closely in the daily newspapers.  Detective Tracy's activities were well-chronicled in all
of the Toledo newspapers.  He left behind a historical treasure trove of well over 700
newspaper articles, photos, letters and other artifacts that were preserved in two scrapbooks,
currently in possession of his grand-daughter, Frances (Tracy) Squire, now living in Toledo,
Ohio.  The scrapbooks cover the period  from about 1900 to 1821.  We do not know who
actually clipped the artifacts and carefully placed them in the scrapbooks, although it is likely
that Detective Tracy's wife, Frances Fraser, was the one we can thank for preserving and
handing down this amazing collection that gives us a glimpse of what life must have been like
for Detective Tracy and his family.

I scanned each page of each scrapbook, digitally separated each individual article and
restored each image to the extent possible without altering the content in any way.  Every article
in both scrapbook volumes was also transcribed to MS-Word in order to have a text-based
archive that I hope to eventually meld into a more comprehensive book about Detective Tracy's
life.  The articles and artifacts are presented in this book in the same general order that they
appeared in the original scrapbook.  Some articles were dated.  Many were not.  The photos did
not include any identification.  Dating, cataloging and identifying the source of each article is an
ongoing research process that I hope to complete in the near future.  My purpose in creating
this album was simply to preserve and share this material in a lasting format that others can
view and enjoy.

Doug Tracy, great grand-son of Lewis B. Tracy
3993 Prince George Lane
New Albany, Ohio 43054
614-855-9789
dtracy@insight.rr.com

[right:  From article 'Faber Was Desperate', 8/30/1901.  Tracy on the left in uniform.]




















































































































































